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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PIG POPXTLATIOIT IN THE COMMUNITY AUD PRODUCTION FORECASTS (AUGUST 1983) 
The Community's total pig population (EUR-IO) in August topped the 8l-million mark, 
an all-time record for that month. This merely confirms the results of the survey 
conducted last April (see Rapid Information Bo 5/1983), when it was already clear that 
all categories of pigs were showing an increase and that a record level had heen reached. 
There is, however, a fundamental difference between the results of these two surveys: 
whereas in April all the national herds were on the increase, only five (accounting for 
63$ of the Community herd) showed an increase in August. 
Tahle It Development of the pig population (EUR-10) in August 
Pigs ¿C 50 kg 
Pigs for fattening 
>50 kg 
Pigs for breeding 
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The above table shows the major pig-producing role played by the Federal Republic of 
Germany, which, with an increase in its herd of over 1.5 million head, now accounts for 
over 30$ of the European pig population. 
The number of pigs for fattening - weighing 50 kg and over on the hoof - has maintained 
the August I982 level. This seems paradoxical at first sight, inasmuch as the number of 
young animals (less than 50 kg) counted in April I983 was up by 3.5$ compared with the 
previous year. This difference may be explained partly by the fact that Community 
production probably increased during the summer of I983 and is slowing down towards the 
end of the year. It is also not excluded that the difference may be due to poor 
classification of livestock by breeders. The fact that most Member States no longer 
send enumerators in situ but conduct their surveys by post very likely works to the 
detriment of the accuracy of the results. 
As for the number of mated sows, there was a rise of 1.5$, mainly accounted for by the 
Federal Republic of Germany (+5.6$), Belgium (+3.2$), the Netherlands (+3.1$) and 
Italy (+1.5$)» Denmark is therefore no longer the only country (as was the case in 
April) to record a fall in its breeding herd: Greece, the United Kingdom, France and 
Luxembourg are also apparently preparing to level off, or even reduce, their herds. 
As for production forecasts, supply is expected to increase further between August I983 
and July I984 by approximately 2.3 million head (+1.8$) despite a market which is 
richly supplied. 
In conclusion, the following salient features should be noted: 
- the European pig population has reached an all-time record, due mainly to 
the increase in size of the German herd; 
- production is very likely heading for a new record between August I983 and 
July 19845 
- the breakdown of the pig population by weight category seems to leave much to 
be desired in several Member States. 
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SCHWEINEBESTAND IM AUGUST 
P I S POPULATION I N AUGUST 
CHEPTEL PORCIN EN AOUT 
1000 STUECK-HEADS-ÎETES 
NL Β UK IRL DK EL EURIO 
























































































































































































































































































































































» = EUROSTAT SCHAETZUNS - EUROSTAT ESTIMATE - ESTIMATION EUROSTAT 24.10.1983 
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SCHWEINEBESTAND IM AUGUST (FOLGE) 
P I G POPULATION I N AUGUST CCONT.> 
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SCHWEINE: BRUTTOEIGENERZEUGUNG UND VORAUSSCHAETZUNGEN 
P I G S : GROSS INDIGENOUS PRODUCTION AND FORECASTS 



















































































































































































































































































































































BRUTTOEIGENERZEUGUNG = SCHLACHTUNGEN + AUSFUHR LEBENDER TIERE - EINFUHR LEBENDER TIERE 
GROSS INDIGENOUS PRODUCTION = SLAUGHTERINGS + EXPORT OF LIVE ANIMALS - IMPORT OF LIVE ANIMALS 
PRODUCTION INDICENE BRUTE = ABATTAGES + EXPORTATIONS D'ANIMAUX VIVANTS - IMPORTATIONS D'ANIMAUX VIVANTS 24.10.1983 
